Semi-Private Lessons

By appointment only

Looking for a FUN & EMPOWERING experience for a group of friends or family? Do you want to learn how to knock off your clothes or start a “Fashion Study Group”? Are you and some friends looking to sew together or advance your skills? What can you invent and make with a bit of help?

Our Semi-Private Lessons are perfect for you and your small group!

Pricing

$250 / class

In a Semi private class, students work in a small group setting, building CONFIDENCE by advancing their skills in sewing and/or pattern making. A better understanding of sewing techniques, garment construction and pattern fitting, begin to evolve with each new project.

What you get at every level -

● ONE 2 ½ hour class
● Individual attention with a 4:1 student/teacher ratio
● Small Class sizes (no more than 4 students)
● Safe, clean & nurturing classroom setting
● Machine & Iron Safety
● Machine threading and operation instruction (as needed)
● Guidance specific to project
● Goal Setting and achievement
● Group fun and motivation

Some of the topics that may be covered in your Semi-Private Lesson might include

● Beginning, Intermediate or Advanced Sewing Techniques and Tips
● Couture Sewing Techniques
● Pattern drafting
● Pattern fitting
● Copying garments
● Garment draping
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